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Have you avoided travel with your child with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) because you were
concerned that the demands of travel would be too much for him or you? If so, you are not alone.
Travel can be scary and overwhelming for parents and children alike. Many children with ASD
struggle with transitions, changes in their daily routine, visiting novel places, meeting new
people, and interacting in social situations. As educators of children with ASD we have found
that planning and preparation are essential to prepare a child with ASD. Autism & Travel is a step-
by-step guide that helps you plan and prepare for travel. We provide you with the tools, skills,
and supports necessary to make travel not only possible, but a rewarding and enriching
experience. We have drawn and adapted from Chapter 3 of our first book, Starbrite Traveler: A
Travel Resource for Parents of Children with Special Needs, the strategies and interactive
activities needed to meet the unique needs of children with ASD. By following our clear and
concise steps, you will learn how to apply strategies that have proven to be effective with
children with special needs. First we identify travel concerns parents have shared with us. Next
we address those concerns by applying strategies that have an evidence-base to change
behavior and/or teach children new skills. To reinforce skills, we follow up with activities to
practice with your child before and during vacation. Additionally, we address the important
aspect of safety, and include interactive illustrated scenarios and activities to teach and reinforce
safety with your child. In the final chapter, we look at autism friendly attractions, hotels, and ski
resorts throughout the United States that offer unique programs with special provisions to meet
the needs of children with ASD.

"Funny and concise. Don't read if you don't have a sense of humor and if you're not looking to
save your marriage. The author is obviously well versed in common issues facing married
couples that tend to eat away at their sense of connection. Excellent, practical, and
humorous"Dr. Samantha Rodman, Founder of DrPsychMom.com and Author of How to Talk to
Your Kids After Your Divorce "A terrific (and funny) primer on how to have a happy
marriage." Stacey Fuller, Marriage Therapist"The author of this book, who is also a marriage
therapist,uses humor to describe several ways to ruin a relationship in the first half ofthis book.
Then in the second half, she gets down to business with ways tocreate a long lasting and happy
marriage. If couples were to follow the advice in this book, the author would need to find a new
career."PJ LaRue, Author of After "I Do!" A Marriage Map "The tone was light and humorous
(laugh-out-loud funny attimes) and the author's voice is engaging and wise. I specifically loved
how practical the advice in this book is and it really gets you thinking about someof the ways
men and women look at relationships."Monica LaSarre, Author of Jasper Penzey: International
Boy Detective "If you need to get things 'cooking' in your love life, on all levels, this is an eBook



you might want to check out. Recommended!"Geraldine Helen Hartman, Author of Laughing AT
the Grim Reaper! Gems of Wisdom for Aging WellFrom the AuthorI specialize in treating couples
who have been together for years and have hit a rough patch...or worse--someone has gone
outside the relationship. One day, a couple showed up for premarital counseling. I almost forgot
what to do with a happy positive couple who remembered that they were soul mates! I thought
to myself, "How can help prevent couples from losing that spark and that connection?"That's
why I wrote this book. I want YOU to know how couples go from Soul Mates to Roommates so it
doesn't happen to you!From the Inside FlapThe first half of this book is written tongue-in-cheek.
As a relationship therapist, I've found that it is sometimes easier to talk about touchy subjects if
discussed with humor. The second half of this book is written in a more serious tone, but the
entire piece delivers tried and true advice for protecting and enhancing your marriage.About the
AuthorCaroline Madden, MFT helps adults, both individuals and couples, have more satisfying
relationships. You may contact her at therapyburbank@gmail.com. For more relationship tips,
please visit CounselingWithCaroline.com or @CMaddenMFTRead more
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ReyggaeMA, “Terrific book on many levels. This is a terrific, easy to read book, packed with
useful information. These professional educators have done all the research and they lay it out
so it is informative and accessible for parents. I especially like the section on teacing safety.”

RR johnstown ,pa, “Cant believe it another awesome book!!. Kudos to the authors. The book
was delightful and very helpful. I shared it with my co workers . It was especially helpful to a few
famillies with special needs children. Thanks, keep on writing”

The book by Stewart M. Green has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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